Mapping of DNA markers to arms and sub-arm regions of Nicotiana sylvestris chromosomes using aberrant alien addition lines.
Seven monosomic addition plants, each containing the full complement of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia (2n = 20, genome constitution PP) and an aberrant chromosome of Nicotiana sylvestris (2n = 24, SS), were produced from backcrosses of hyperdiploid derivatives of the sesquidiploid hybrid PPS to N. plumbaginifolia. The N. sylvestris chromosomes in these plants were characterized by karyotype analysis, Southern hybridization with DNA markers previously localized on N. sylvestris chromosomes and a 269-bp fragment from the 3' end of 25S rDNA, and fluorescence in situ hybridization using 25S rDNA, 5S rDNA and telomere repeats (TTTAGGG)(n) as probes. The N. sylvestris chromosomes in these plants were identified to be telocentrics 6S, 7S and 8S, and deletions 7S, 10, 12S and 12L, respectively. The successful identification of aberrant chromosomes in these lines enabled us to assign DNA markers to arms and sub-arm regions of N. sylvestris chromosomes. All aberrant chromosomes in the addition lines could be transmitted through mitosis and meiosis. The potential applications of the addition lines in high-resolution physical mapping, the isolation of N. sylvestris chromosomes by flow cytometry, and an understanding of the chromosomal distribution of 45S rDNA in N. sylvestris are discussed.